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EDITORIAL

T
he SupremeCourt’s oral observations onMonday

regarding the use of Aadhaar numbers by the gov-

ernment are signiicant, for they alter the narrat-

ive and potential scope of the ambitious unique identi-

ication programme. While reiterating its position that

no beneiciary of a welfare scheme shall be denied be-

neits due to her for want of an Aadhaar number, a

Bench led by Chief Justice J.S. Khehar said the govern-

ment is free to “press” for Aadhaar for ‘non-welfare’

transactions or activities. These include iling income

tax returns, opening bank accounts or getting a mobile

phone connection. This assumes signiicance as the

government announced two such changes over thepast

week itself. First, it included amendments to the Fin-

ance Bill of 2017, now approved by the Lok Sabha,mak-

ing Aadhaar mandatory for all applications for PAN

(Permanent Account Number) cards and iling of in-

come tax returns. Earlier, following the surge in bank

deposits after the demonetisation of high-value cur-

rency notes, the Income Tax Department had already

askedbanks to ensure that all savings bank accounts are

seeded with PAN details by the end of February. The

only exemptions to this norm are the no-frills savings

accounts suchas thoseopenedunder thePradhanMan-

tri JanDhanYojana.Efectively, thismeans that all other

new savings bank accounts will require an Aadhaar

number. And last week the Department of Telecommu-

nications directed all telecom service providers to re-

verify the credentials of their nearly 100 crore sub-

scribers through an Aadhaar-based, electronically au-

thenticatedKnowYourCustomerprocesswithin a year.

While the Supreme Court’s observations do not

amount to a judicial order, they dispel some of the am-

biguity relating to the scope, even future, of Aadhaar. In

its interimorder inOctober 2015 the courtmade it clear

that the Aadhaar scheme cannot be made mandatory

till thematter is inally decided “one way or the other”.

But it has set the stage for the 12-digit Unique Identiica-

tion (UID) numbers being used as the basic identity

proof for all residents. As Finance Minister Arun Jaitley

has pointed out, biometrics captured under the

Aadhaar enrolment process will ensure no individual

can hold more than one PAN card to evade tax dues.

Those concerned about privacy may be right about the

need for an efective law to ensure that private data

aren’t misused. But tagging this concern solely to the

UID programme is short-sighted. In an age where data

are stored inelectronic form, it is possible to collate vast

amounts of information from various databases ran-

ging from applications for passports, driving licences,

ration cards, and more. The apex court is yet to decide

onwhether Aadhaar violates the right to privacy.Mean-

while, savings from weeding out ghost beneiciaries

have begun to pay of the investment on building the

now 111-crore strong Aadhaar database. But the Centre

must not stretch the leeway granted by the court.

Unique distinction
The SC’s clariication on the use of Aadhaar

gives the government space for key reforms

D
haramshala’s Himachal Pradesh Cricket Associ-

ation Stadium, a picturesque sporting venue,

witnessed a remarkable slice of history as India

defeated Australia by eight wickets to win the fourth

and inal Test and secure the series 2-1. “It is our best

series win,” said skipper Virat Kohli, who had missed

the gameowing to a shoulder injury. But ashas been the

tale through the last seven months when his team-

mates coped well with constant changes in the playing

eleven, the captain’s absencewasnever felt. AjinkyaRa-

hane stepped upwith quiet aggression, led astutely, his

rapidunbeaten38 ensuring that therewerenoneedless

alarms as India chased a meagre 106 in its second in-

nings. It was a ine inish to a long home season of 13

Tests in which New Zealand, England, Bangladesh and

Australia were all defeated. India won 10 Tests, drew

two and lost just the one, the 333-run loss toAustralia in

the irst Test at Pune. Last September, the campaign

commenced on a rousing note as India, incidentally in

its 500th Test, defeated New Zealand by 197 runs at

Kanpur. Kohli and team then travelled across the coun-

try before inding their acme in the rareied heights of

theHimalayas as anever-competitiveAustralia, second-

best in Tests according to International Cricket Council

rankings, fought hard before ebbing away.

The series against Australia, always a tough scrutiny

of skill and temperament, never left the Indians bogged

down. The Pune losswas seen, in hindsight at least, as a

reality-check before parity was restored at Bengaluru.

Australia drew at Ranchi, and for the climax Dharam-

shala ofered the best pitch of the series. True to the

nature of jousts between India and Australia, sledging

and themud-slinging through sections of themedia ad-

ded a bitter side-show. But the cricket was riveting. By

his own exalted standards, Kohli failed — 46 runs from

ive innings — against Australia, while his counterpart

Steve Smith lourished with 499 and three tons. Yet, In-

dia prevailed, and that is a tribute to the squad’s resili-

ence and the ability to ind diverse heroes at diferent

times. Be it Jayant Yadav, Karun Nair or Kuldeep Yadav,

the hosts have found key players on crucial occasions

since September. The fulcrummay have initially rested

upon Kohli (1252 runs this season) and R. Ashwin (82

wickets), but there were others who came good too.

The Saurashtra duo of Cheteshwar Pujara andRavindra

Jadeja was consistent. The former amassed 1316 runs,

the latter bagged wickets and scored crucial runs. K.L.

Rahul sparkled atop the batting pole and Umesh Yadav

showed that speedsters can prosper even on pitches

with an inherent bias towards spin. The No. 1 Test side

has proved its mettle, albeit at home. There will be

tougher battles overseas, but before that the players

will split anddive into the glitzy IndianPremier League.

Passing the Tests
Another home win, but a series victory against

Australia never comes cheap

F
rom the time Sri Lanka’s civil
war ended in 2009, interna-
tional actors have infused nar-

ratives of thewarwith stories of hu-
man rights abuses. Eight years
since, it has only become clear how
irrelevant current human rights
campaigns are to the war-torn
people and their struggles.

This is not for the lack of inhu-
man wrongs done by the state and
others — there are plenty of them in
Sri Lanka as in the rest of theworld.
Rather, it is the singular focus on in-
ternational human rights interven-
tion that is killing a once-vibrant
local human rights movement in
the country.

Notes fromGeneva
Sri Lankawas again in the limelight
at the United Nations Human
Rights Council (UNHRC) in Geneva
this month. The September 2015
resolution, adopted months after
regime change in Sri Lanka, sig-
nalled a departure from the Coun-
cil’s earlier antagonistic stand,with
Sri Lanka itself co-sponsoring the
resolution to address war-time ac-
countability.

The new resolution, on March
23, co-sponsored by the United
States, Sri Lanka and other coun-
tries, accedes to Sri Lanka’s request
for an extension of two more years
to fulil its commitments on ac-
countability.

The Tamil nationalist campaign,
including that bymanyTamil politi-
cians, was predictably about op-
posing such an extension. In the is-
land’s Sinhala-majority south on
the other hand, the debate centred
on whether any future justice
mechanism for accountability
should include foreign judges or
not.

That Sri Lanka will get its exten-
sion, that foreign judges will never
be allowed to enter the country and
that the U.S. will shield Sri Lanka at
the UN, are political realities that
escape those irmly pursuing this
prolonged engagement in Geneva.

This reality check begs the ques-
tion: What has eight years of inter-
national human rights engagement
really achieved?

The record is one of reports and
counter-reports by the human
rights community, the Sri Lankan
state and the Tamil nationalist
lobby, as well as multiple resolu-
tions in the UNHRC. If only the
spotlight on Geneva could be
turned towards the ground situ-
ation, it will make evident the
emptiness of these campaigns.
While the state has been rather
slow to address the issue of disap-
pearances and military land grabs,
these campaigns hardly address
the economic deprivation of the
missing people’s families and the
predicament of the landless. Fur-
thermore, the rights of women,
isherfolk, workers, oppressed
castes and the northern Muslims
seldom igure in popular human
rights narratives.

Shift in themovement
This was not always the case. The
human rights movement had a dif-
ferent character during its early
decades.

The Civil Rights Movement
emerged after the brutal state re-
pression of the 1971 JVP insurrec-
tion, an uprising by rural Sinhala
youth, and took up the legal cases
of those in custody. Some years
later in the context of the Preven-
tion of Terrorism Act of 1979 and a
state of Emergency, the Movement

for Inter-Racial Justice and Equal-
ity, a membership organisation
with a signiicant presence in
Jafna, mobilised people against
state repressionofTamil youthdur-
ing the early years of the armed
conlict. Some of the trade union-
ists who organised the general
strike of 1980, which was crushed
by the J.R. Jayewardene-led regime,
went on to form the Movement for
the Defence of Democratic Rights
to resist the authoritarian attacks
on democracy.

With the war in the late 1980s,
the University Teachers for Human
Rights ( Jafna) tried creating space
for the university community to
monitor the various armed actors,
including the Sri Lankan military,
the Tamil armed movements and
the Indian Peace Keeping Force.
Their work also addressed the dis-
astrous political developments en-
guling the Tamil community.

These organisations placed
political critique and the mobilisa-
tion of people at the heart of their
work.However, the targetingof act-
ivists and increased political re-
pression by the state and the LTTE,
curtailed the democratic space for
suchwork,particularly in thenorth
and the east. The growing interna-
tional attention on the protracted
conlict and increasing donor fund-
ing fornon-governmental organisa-
tions (NGO) in Colombo, brought
about the shift of appealing to inter-
national forums.

Over the last decade, with the

cataclysmic end to the war and the
intransigent authoritarianism of
theMahinda Rajapaksa-led regime,
human rights engagement backed
by powerful western interests devi-
ated the broad set of rights and
justice concerns onto war crimes
investigation in Geneva. In efect,
the international human rights
community, national NGOs and the
Tamil nationalist lobby, all placed
their bets on internationalisation,
without considering the political
space that was opening after the
war.

War-time accountability
In this context, the deteriorating
rural economy and the political
marginalisation of the war-torn
people continues even as year after
year they are asked to await the ver-
dict of human rights gods. Indeed,
Geneva has become a convenient
cover for the state’s failings, the
Tamil nationalists’ hollow politics
and the international donors’ ques-
tionable agendas. Together, these
actors have made a real mess of
post-war reconstruction.

The media in Sri Lanka dramat-
ises the proceedings in Geneva, as
if Sri Lanka is at the centre of the
world. The geopolitical changes
with the crisis in Syria, the populist
racism of the Trump Presidency
and anti-immigrant xenophobia in
Europe are rarely considered. The
Tamil nationalist fringe continues
to forge fantastic demands, such as
Sri Lanka’s referral to the Interna-
tional Criminal Court, which even
the Northern Provincial Council
plays up. For the current Sri
Lankangovernment, defending the
country and its military in Geneva
hasbecomea sellingpoint to its Sin-
hala constituencies. While the gov-
ernment rightly claims that the
constitutional political solution is
the priority over war-time account-
ability, it has done little to take for-
ward that constitutional process
over the past year. The government
has not even communicated to the
public its vision nor steps towards a
constitutional solution.

The months before and during
the Geneva sessions, result in a
bluster of statements, reports and
documentaries. Indeed, human
rights work has increasingly be-
come about the perverse parading
of victims and their families in front

of powerful international actors,
and dispatching statements signed
by NGOs and individuals to the UN.

Engaging the state
The earlier human rights move-
ment with a left perspective valued
international solidarity, for ex-
ample with Palestine, which neces-
sarily entailed a critique of imperi-
alism. Today’s campaigns have
become dependent on western
donors. This apolitical variant of
human rights activism has no
qualms accommodating, or even
endorsing, rabid Tamil nationalists
who are at the forefront of the cam-
paign for accountability, while re-
maining silent on the LTTE’s grave
crimes. The convergence of the hu-
man rights and Tamil nationalist
campaigns, both beholden to the
West and determined by the geo-
politics of forums such as the
UNHRC, provides further fuel to
the chauvinist ire of the Sinhala
Buddhist nationalists.

The state is at the core of the his-
torical problems, whether it is re-
pressive militarisation, the rein-
forcement of majoritarian interests
or the centralisation of state power
in Colombo. But reforming the
state requires direct challenges by
its citizenry, rather than light to in-
ternational forums. However, that
depends on a broad political move-
ment and a domestic process con-
sisting of all the communities, such
as the one that threw out the Ra-
japaksa regime.

If the unravelling international
order may inally end the interna-
tionalisation of Sri Lanka, the tre-
mendous loss of credibility within
the country with such internation-
alisation maymake it impossible to
revitalise the human rights move-
ment. However, recognising the
hollowness of narrow, donor-
driven human rights engagement
that happily coexists with danger-
ous nationalist politics, is a neces-
sary starting point for envisioning a
broader social justice movement.
Such political rethinking and the
forging of progressive movements
is a priority to address the tre-
mendous challenges facing post-
war Sri Lanka.

Ahilan Kadirgamar is a political
economist based in Jafna, Sri Lanka

Whither human rights in Sri Lanka?
The singular focus on international rights intervention is killing a once-vibrant local rights movement

ahilan kadirgamar
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T
he Chief Minister of Uttar Pra-
desh, Yogi Adityanath, has his
tasks cut out. His taking

charge of theHomeportfolio, a sub-
ject that is crucial to any State, espe-
cially in one such as U.P., which is
riven by caste and religious in-
trigue, is noteworthy. How he is go-
ing to reshape the U.P. police force,
which has serious issues with integ-
rity and human rights, will be
watched keenly.

Steps to eiciency
The State has the largest police
force in thecountry,withanauthor-
ised strength of 3,63,000 person-
nel. Nearly 50% of posts are vacant.
There are only 91 servingpolice per-
sonnel per 100,000 population, the
national average being 143. I sup-
pose nearly 90% of the vacancies
are of the rank of constable, the
level that makes or mars a force’s
image. If the State government is

serious about toning up police ad-
ministration, it will irst have to
launch a recruitment drive with a
deadline. This has to be a clinical
process, free from corruption,
political and bureaucratic.

Unfortunately, many States have
earned notoriety for politicising the
system of selection, often an exer-
cise of “iniltrating” the police with
ruling party cadres.

It is known that in many States,
lists of those selected have to go to
the Chief Minister’s oice for ap-
proval. Further, there is a practice
of releasing the list after collecting
an illegal levy at a central point. One
hopes that Mr. Adityanath puts an
end to this practice. Onewaywould
be to revive the system of having a
written examination — which was
dispensed with by the previous
government.

In Uttar Pradesh, for instance,
the damage caused to policing in
the State through blatant political
interference makes one pause. It is
alleged that the choice of oicers to
head the district police for instance
was often shamelessly biased in fa-
vour of a particular caste, which
one can imagine to be acutely de-
moralising for the rest. This was
said to have created issures in the

force, with its resultant and adverse
impact on the quality of policing.

In general, policing in the 10,000
and odd police stations across the
country is lamentable because of in-
sensitivity towards the victim. In-
stead of being centres where one
can be assured of being given a pa-
tient hearing and given some assur-
ance of there being justice, they
have become venues for organised
extortion and even ill-treatment.
The lower down you are in the so-
cial ladder in terms of economic
stature, the harsher is the reception
accorded to you at a police station.

This is not a new development, and
is one that has beenwith us evenbe-
fore Independence. While the de-
gree of police “misconduct” varies
from State to State, U.P. is some-
where near the top. Without trans-
forming the atmosphere at the
grassroots, the public will continue
to think twice about approaching a
police station to lodge a complaint
or seek redress of one’s grievance.

In right earnest
The fact that Mr. Adityanath paid a
visit to the Hazratganj police station
in Lucknow recently, taking police-
men and oicials by surprise, is a
welcome development. His state-
ment, that he has “come here to in-
spect as to how the rule of law is en-
forced in the State and gauge the
morale of the police, and see what
efective action can be taken in this
regard,” is one that holds promise.
One also needs to note that he laid
emphasis on “the rule of law being
established in the State”, and that it
would not be his last inspection but
only a beginning. Though symbolic,
such unexpected acts should make
police at the bottom of the hier-
archy think about the road ahead. A
candid account by Mr. Adityanath
on what he has in mind would be

useful.
Uttar Pradesh has had a history

of communal riots and inquiry com-
missions have always reserved
harsh words for the police. A com-
mon theme in their indings is one
of delayed response and a distinct
bias in favour of the majority com-
munity.

The fundamental point is the
need for clear directions from the
government — read Chief Minister —
that there cannot be any politics
here, that the higher echelons will
be held accountable for any tardi-
ness, and that there should be an
urge to act swiftly and fairly,
without looking up to the political
machinery.

The Indian Police Service cadre
has bright, honest and talented of-
icers and it is not as if theU.P.police
is foundwanting in this area. Unfor-
tunately, they have their hands tied
as they seldom enjoy operational
autonomy, a sine qua non for ei-
cient and fair policing. This is a
golden opportunity to reverse this
sad situation especially as the new
Chief Minister has the goodwill of
the State, and also when the Centre
too is keen to transform the State.

R.K. Raghavan is a former CBI Director

Mapping out the police overhaul in U.P.
The government’s steps in transforming a force faced with issues over integrity and rights, will be watched

r.k. raghavan
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Mental Healthcare Bill
Headlines often hidemore
than they reveal (“Suicide
nomore a crime, patients to
get cover”, March 28). The
mental health care law
approved by Parliament has
created a brouhaha over the
decriminalisation of suicide
attempts by people who are
declaredmentally ill. While
this step is long overdue,
the government has
retained Section 309 of the
Indian Penal Codewhich
criminalises suicide.What
has changed is the ill-
advised proposal tomake a
distinction between those
are sufering frommental
health issues and those who
are ‘presumed’ to be
normal.
The inability of the
lawmakers to throw out
Section 309 lock, stock, and
barrel strikes at the root of
progressivism. The
diidence of lawmakers and
their reluctance to jettison a

colonial law deserve
condemnation.
V.N. Mukundarajan,

Thiruvananthapuram

■ The passing of the Bill is a
welcome step as penalising
those who have been
unsuccessful in their
attempt to end their lives
only ends upmaking them
moremiserable by creating
evenmore stress and strain,
both factors that could have
contributed largely to their
attempting such a step.
Rather than coming down
heavily on them, a honest
efort at counselling would
gomiles in helping them
come out of their
depression and in trying to
guide them towards leading
a normal life. However, one
wonders how justiiable it
would be to club all those
who attempt suicide but
survive in the ‘mentally sick
category’ as some of them
might be normal persons

who have been pushed to a
corner.
C.V. Aravind,

Bengaluru

The Aadhaar push
The ambitious scheme of
Aadhaar which includes
capturing biometric data of
an individual is imperative
to plug leakages in various
welfare schemes and to
target their intended
beneiciaries, but tomake it
mandatory for access to
schemes is unwarranted
(”SC counters push for
Aadhaar”, March 28). The
government’s provisions to
include it for themid-day
meal scheme and PDS
system could have severe
ramiications since
authentication by Aadhaar
require various complex
systems to work
simultaneously. In remote
and rural areas, where
Internet and electricity
access is inadequate, this

could leave children hungry
and families with no food
grains if authentication fails
due to any technical
glitches. In PDS, identity
fraud is of less concern now
since ‘quantity fraud’ is a
biggermalaise which
remains unaddressed by
Aadhaar. The government
says there will be privacy
and protection of Aadhaar
details, but no transparent
mechanism has been
provided. Aadhaarmay be
the way forward to ensure
that targets aremet but it
cannot be forced on people.
Gagan Pratap Singh,

Noida, Uttar Pradesh

The trophy is back
Congratulations to Team
India for its stupendous
success in the Test series
against Australia (‘Sport’ –
“Indian pace-spin combo
delates Australia”, March
28). Though the series was
marred in parts by

skirmishes and sledging, it
still shows that this format
of the game is still relevant
and interesting in today’s
era of T20 cricket. The
victory also showed that
unlike in the past, wherein
the XI was always
dependent on a few classy
players, it was the
teamwork of every player
whichmade India emerge
the superior team.
Jayaprasad N.,

Kollengode, Palakkad

■ The authoritative victory,
which has taken Team India
to the pinnacle of glory,
marks thememorable

culmination of a series of
spectacular performances
witnessed in recent times.
The emphatic win can be
attributed to team spirit
along with an indomitable
will to succeed under the
captaincy of Virat Kohli.
The youngman is proving
himself to be the apt
successor toM.S. Dhoni.
Notwithstanding the
controversies that dogged
the series, India stamped its
supremacy in all
departments of the game.
B. Suresh Kumar,

Coimbatore
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Editing error: The story headlined “Floating wheelchair opens
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DATA POINT

The Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam would continue its resist-
ance to Hindi, declared Mr. C.N. Annadurai, Chief Minister, in
the Madras Legislative Council to-day [March 28]. Speaking in
English, the Chief Minister said: “We propose to continue our
resistance to the domination of Hindi, and we expect all to join
us, help us, enthuse us, and lead us on to victory.” Earlier,
while speaking on the Madras Appropriation Bill, Mr. M.A.
Muthiah Chettiar had referred to his opposition to the intro-
duction of Hindi even as early as 1937, and said that the previ-
ous Congress Ministry had not fought against Hindi ad-
equately.

FIFTY YEARS AGO MARCH 29, 1967

DMK government to resist Hindi
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FROM ARCHIVES

Lord Ronaldshay received this morning (Calcutta, March 29)
an address of welcome from the Calcutta Corporation. Reply-
ing His Excellency said that great changes had taken place in
recent years not all of which had been to the advantage of Cal-
cutta. He was not sure, however, that the very natural regret
which they felt at their great and historic city ceasing to be the
seat of the Government of India might not have caused some
of them at the first shock of change to write “Ichabod” in un-
duly large letters over their portals.

A HUNDRED YEARS AGO MARCH 29, 1917

Calcutta Corporation address

Earlier this month, the
day after I had written a
report on the European
Court of Justice’s ruling to
allow companies to ban
employees from wearing
visible religious signs — a
move that has been widely
condemned by religious
organisations and rights
groups — I received an
email from a reader who
took issue with these criti-
cisms. Why couldn’t firms
do as they wanted and
choose to hire and fire as
they liked? Or, as he put it:
“If I start an organisation,
should I not have the
rights to run the show?”
While his position was dif-
ferent from mine, the
email was very courteous.
I replied in a similar vein,
stating my views (namely
that companies shouldn’t
be seen in isolation from
society, and as they took
as much as they contrib-
uted to society, they had
responsibilities). A debate
ensued. He elaborated on
how liberalism had gone

too far across the world —
from the treatment of Dal-
its in India to minorities in
the U.S. — and spoke of the
need for whites to be
“given some leeway”.
Unity in diversity would
not work everywhere, he
concluded.

What struck me was the
tone of our debate. I’m
fortunate among journal-
ists to have received very
few troll-esque responses,
but I am very aware that
many of my colleagues, as
well as others on social
media, have been less so,
receiving abuse on a daily
basis for standing up for
their views. Reporting on
the aftermath of Brexit
over the past year, I’ve be-
come acutely aware of
how many of us live to a
large extent within
bubbles of reinforcement:
we live and discuss issues
with like-minded people,
and judge others who
have different points of
view. Largely gone are the
days for civilised debate
where ideas are thrown
around rather than abus-

ive words.
And people across the

political spectrum are
equally guilty. In the U.K.,
while those who have
questioned the ability to
succeed outside the EU
are dubbed remoaners
(people who voted Re-
main) and branded unpat-
riotic (in much the same
way as people have been
dubbed “anti-national”),
I’ve seen pro-European
groups treating all those
who voted to leave the EU
as ignorant racists.

The debate with the
reader ended fairly ab-
ruptly. He thanked me for
my lengthy response and
left it at that. I can’t say
that he’s changed my view
in any way, and I assume
that my views have had
little impact on his, but I
hope like me he enjoyed
having his world view
challenged in such a civil
way. And to other readers:
if you think we’re wrong
in our views, do write to
us! We relish debate and
need your voices to keep
us on our toes.

Not all those who disagree are trolls
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At a time of abuse, a civil debate with a reader

Vidya Ram

Trying to stay happy for a day is
like being a liberal after the Uttar
Pradesh Assembly election res-
ults — the universe keeps telling
you it is pointless. This I learned
the hard way onMarch 20, the In-
ternational Day of Happiness. If it
is not the news, it is the views that
drain the joy. A whiny left, a bor-
ing centre, and a scary right is
enough to leave anyonepolitically
depressed.
Even Yoga, the fount of inner

peace, is problematicnowwithnoclarity onpolitically correct
asanas. One wouldn’t want to take the risk with an improper
Surya Namaskar. Nowadays, even our Yogis do not come
across as paradigms of happiness.
There is a heart-warming story behind the InternationalDay

ofHappiness, of anorphanadopted from the streets ofKolkata
who grew up to launch a campaign lobbying all the member
states of the United Nations for recognition of happiness as a
fundamental human right and goal. A UN resolution authored
by that orphan, Jayme Illien, established the International Day
of Happiness. It promotes “a more inclusive, equitable and
balanced approach to economic growth that promotes sus-
tainable development, poverty eradication, happiness and
the well-being of all peoples.” In short, it is the kind of resolu-
tion that a ‘JNU type’ might quote in love letters. Throw in cli-
mate change and secularism and we have “anti-national”
erotica.

Tradition of being happy in India
The patriots, of course, do not need any UN resolution to be
happy when there is a great cultural tradition of happiness on
tap. The UN is anyway a great liberal conspiracy that values
things like the Human Development Index and Gross National
Happiness while it should be appreciating our GDP growth
rate. We don’t mind the occasional UNESCO Awards for Best
National Anthem and Best PrimeMinister, though.

The United States Declaration of Independence famously
enshrines the founding principles of that nation as “life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness”. The framers of our Con-
stitution had such a tough time ensuring life and liberty for all
in448Articles that therewasnotmuchspaceor time left to leg-
alise happiness or its pursuit. So in India we are left to pursue
happiness as a private enterprise, with no government
subsidy.

But India is a land of opportunities. Happiness is yours for
the taking. Happiness could be the Tatkal ticket that youman-
aged to book. It could be the bribe you didn’t have to pay. It
could be standing for the national anthem before a Shahrukh
Khanmovie. It could be the digital wallet on your 2G phone. It
could be that feeling of being able to withdraw your own cash
from the bank. It could be the right to religion. It could be the
right surname. Happiness could even be your Aadhaar
number.

How to be a happy Indian
Happiness could be booking a Tatkal
ticket, a bribe you didn’t have to pay, or
even an Aadhaar number
P.J. GEORGE
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The difference
principle/
Political
Science
This refers to the second
part of the second prin-
ciple of John Rawls’s the-
ory of justice. It says that
inequalities are legitimate
so long as they are de-
signed to yield the max-
imum benefit to the least
advantaged members of a
society. People at the bot-
tom end of the ladder
should feel persuaded that
the institutions within
which they function do
withstand this moral scru-
tiny. But this stipulation is
subordinate to Rawls’s first
principle of justice,
wherein each person is
equally entitled to basic
liberties and rights. This
first principle enjoys prior-
ity over the second.
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The racist spin of the
‘Chinaman’ by Kartikeya
Date
http://bit.ly/Chinamanracist
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Reluctant politician in the Delhi durbar, Manohar Parrikar is
back where he always wanted to be. In the saddle again as Goa
Chief Minister and having won the trust vote in the House, the
61-year-old has got down to business. The Bharatiya Janata
Party-led coalition government has sought a vote-on-account for
three months and tabled the annual State budget for 2017-18
which will be discussed in the monsoon session. The hectic three-
day Assembly session over, the Chief Minister dwells at length,
among other things, on the post-poll drama around government
formation, his days as Defence Minister, and why he may actu-
ally retire from politics after this stint. Excerpts from an inter-
view in his office at the State Secretariat in Panaji:

I know you for years as a
politicianwho could
predict elections seat-by-
seat. This time, you told
me on counting day that
the BJPwill get 25 seats; it
ended up getting 13. How
do you explain that?

■ The reason was there was a
people’s response to the gov-
ernment ahead of elections.
Our vote share went up to
32.5%, which means we have
not gone down in terms of
voting. At the individual
level, it’s sad that so many
persons lost.

You had toldme that this
would be awatershed
election; that a couple of
your own party bigwigs
will also bite the dust…
but somanyMinisters
losing, including the Chief
Minister!

■ People went after individu-
als, and they perhaps did not
realise that the overall im-
pact of the manifestation of
that anger could result in
overall instability.

Were you shocked or hurt
by the result? Going down
from 21 to 13 seats…

■ Our seats have fallen, but
we got our votes even in
those constituencies. Yes,
but definitely I am disturbed
by the trend that our people
do not think on the lines of a
State, [think] much on the
lines of a village panchayat or
a municipality. The overall
thinking should be in terms
of a mandate for a party. This

may be partly happening be-
cause of Goa being a small
and compact State where
everyone knows everyone,
and partly because people
are raising their bar of
expectations.

Do you think peoplewere
expecting a high
performance from your
successor government
based onwhat you
achieved?

■ Definitely. But expecta-
tions cannot be one way. On
one side you expect your
elected representative to give
goodies, personal favours,
and on the other you expect
her/him to be totally clean
and deliver as a people’s rep-
resentative most effectively.

The government that you
have formed is of
disparate parties and
individuals. Ideologically,
and also on the party
manifesto front, how can
it deliver?

■ Ideologically, MGP [Maha-
rashtrawadi Gomantak Party,
one of the oldest regional
outfits] is not very far from
BJP ideology. Independents

do not come with any ideo-
logy except a plea for devel-
opment. That leaves Goa For-
ward Party [GFP]. As far as
the GFP is concerned, we are
together on the plank of
‘Goenkarponn’ or Goanness
and development. Like Vijay
[Sardesai, GFP leader] says, I
also firmly believe in and
pursue this Goanness.

That Goenkarponn has to
be maintained and protec-
ted, no doubt about that. The
development agenda, that
nobody disputes. Now there
will be small issues like pro-
tecting coconut palm [the
State government last year
had formally derecognised it
as a tree], etc. These are
small issues, it is not very dif-
ficult to address these.

Are BJPMLAs, workers
and sympathisers
disappointed that there
isn’t sufficient power-
sharing for them in their
government?

■ It is for the people of Goa
to think and ponder over the
future. They will have to en-
sure that a single political
party gets the mandate in fu-
ture. If not me, let them give
the mandate to Congress, I
have no issue. A single polit-
ical party [being elected to
power] is a solution, not a
fractured mandate.

I have come, for instance,
I may handle this fractured
mandate for five years, I am
going to do something, fine.
Can I be there for 50 years?
By giving a clear mandate,
you develop political parties
and a culture of stability, and
continued fractured man-
date leads manipulative
politics to develop. What we
[Goans] today are suffering is
the consequence of repeated
fractured mandates. There
are too many manipulations,
too many compromises have
taken place, a lot of adjust-
ments are made when a
mandate is fractured.

Even from our party,
people should understand —
and they have understood —
that we have not got a major-

ity, so adjustments and some
compromises are inevitable.
It is the name of the game.

Theway the BJP formed
governments here and in
Manipur, what happens to
the convention that the
single-largest party gets
the first call from the
Governor in case of a
fracturedmandate?

■ There is no convention. I
can give you hundreds of ex-
amples… Try and under-
stand, where there is no pre-
poll alliance, the convention
is that the Governor or the
President normally calls —
correct words — the ‘biggest
single unit’ for formation of
government. But this is sub-
ject to the condition that you
bring a majority of people
with you. Not subject to the
condition that I will call you
and then you form your ma-
jority! You have to go with 21
[MLAs] to the Governor. You
get priority. However, after

the election, by next even-
ing, we took an appointment
with the Governor at about
4.30 or 5.00 p.m., we were
ready with everything.

See, this is isolation of the
Congress for their corrupt
practices, nepotism and self-
centredness. This was isola-
tion of the Congress which
resulted in their remaining
with 17 seats. Where is a legal
or constitutional aspect in-
volved? The Supreme Court
clearly told us to prove it
[majority] next day in the
House, we said we will prove
it and we did prove it.

If the allies had not
approached you
demanding that you
should form the
government, as you said,
would you have
continued in Delhi?

■ Why? Then there would
have been no reason for me
to come back. Why would I
come back?

What are your
government’s priorities?

■ One is education, the other
is development. We are not
compromising. My develop-
ment idea also has emphasis
on cleanliness. Garbage-free
Goa. I will be very strict with
sellers and users of plastic
bags below 40 microns, for
instance. Let me put solid
waste management in place
by June. A notification will
come effective from July 1,
which will prescribe fines of
₹5,000-₹10,000 for littering
of the highways also. After
June you will see things hap-
pening. After September you
will be surprised to see the
routes and public places
[without litter]. I bet on it.

So basically, cleanliness,
mobility plan [comprehens-
ive public road transport net-
work], and employment.
These are the three areas. I
want to increase the quality
of education. I will do that by
drawing on my pan-India ex-
posure and experience of
two and a half years as De-
fence Minister.

There is a perception that
youwill drag this
coalition till 2019 and
then go for amid-term
election alongwith the
Lok Sabha polls.

■ I will tell you honestly, I do
not see myself as Chief Minis-
ter after five years. So I see
no reason for me to termin-
ate this arrangement before
five years. You asked me
earlier if I would have re-
mained in Delhi if [we had]
not formed this government.
Yes, I would have remained
only for this term [even in
Delhi]. I declared long back, I
will continue in active polit-
ics [till the age of ] 60-65. I
also believe that people
should think of retirement at
65-70 years, based on their
health. You should not
simply go on and on.

Wherewill you contest
the by-election from?
Panaji again?

■ It hasn’t been discussed in
the party. I have multiple op-
tions. It is no issue at all.

Howwould you describe
your overall experience in
South Block?

■ It was a very important
portfolio, neglected for 10
years, eight years at least to
be precise. I feel that I con-
tributed a lot, but instead of
bragging that I did this, I did
that, you can take inputs
from outside. What is im-
portant is to understand that
the Army is a different organ-
isation from civilian institu-
tions. When one chooses a
career [in the Army], you
have to realise that life is rig-
orous and tough. Take the is-
sue of grievances raised by
the BSF on social media.
People and the media have
to understand that they do
not come directly under the
Army, but the Ministry of
Home Affairs. Still we took
cognisance and acted. I have
no issues with Army or BSF
personnel expressing their
grievances, but considering
their discipline, I feel their
using social media to vent
their grievances may spell
costly for the country vis-à-
vis discipline. I am in favour
of addressing their griev-
ances, but there should be a
different mechanism worked
out. Social media cannot be
part of grievance redressal.

Whatwere themajor
challenges you faced as
Minister of Defence?

■ The biggest challenge was
that there was no decision-
making. No decisions were
taken. I made them positive
and they were encouraged
and started taking decisions.

You left theMinistrywhen
major changeswere being
brought in such as the
strategic partnership

model for private player
participation in defence
projects, among others.

■ All these have been
brought closer. It will go
through. I almost got it to the
last stage. Maybe some
minor changes could be
there, but I hope it will go
through. For instance, the
Rafale deal, it was moving in
circles, it would have never
come out of it. I convinced
everyone that it is in the in-
terest of the Forces, reduced
the price by ₹14,000 crore at
least, and everyone got con-
vinced. The problem is they
are worried about the prob-
lems like CBI, other agencies
who come.

Do you think it was right
in the national interest to
have left all this abruptly?

■ I do not find it appropriate
to discuss this. Whatever cir-
cumstances evolved, I took
the best decision.

Do you expect the policy
changes and reforms you
had initiated and spent
considerable time and
effort on to be continued?

■ Absolutely no doubt about
it. Most of them are in the
pipeline. What goes in the
pipeline normally comes out.

What do you consider as
your biggest achievement
in the DefenceMinistry?

■ Infusing confidence in the
soldiers is my biggest
achievement, I feel.

What does one say about a
leaderwho leaves behind
a budget of over ₹1.8 lakh
crore and comes here and
tables a budget of ₹16,000
crore (Goa State budget)?

■ More than ₹3.42 lakh crore
budget! If you want me to
compare them (smiles),
please turn off the recorder…

For full interview, please see
www.thehindu.com

‘Compromises happen when a mandate is fractured’
The former Defence Minister on his stint in South Block, and his return to Goa to helm the new BJP-led coalition government
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